GHANA EMPLOYERS’ ASSOCIATION

CITATION
TERENCE RONALD DARKO
You were elected President of the Association in the year 2010 for a two-year
period. By dint of hard work and your able leadership, you were re-elected three
consecutive times to continue to lead the organization for a total of eight (8) years
which is a remarkable achievement in the annals of the Association.
During the period of your stewardship, you exhibited a high sense of dedication and
commitment to the cause of employers by promoting a transformation agenda and
strategic direction that has in no small measure, improved the public image and
credibility of GEA. Your selfless dedication to the service of the Association was
phenomenal and any encounter by members with you was a memorable and
treasured experience.
You were an ardent and vocal advocate for a conducive business environment in
which enterprises could survive and grow so as to engender job creation, wealth
creation and a higher standard of living for all citizens. Your unflinching desire and
commitment towards the development of the private sector and the informal
economy was outstanding and remarkable.
Another landmark of your tenure was the acquisition of land for the construction of
a new office building premises for the Association which you fully believe shall
enhance the image of GEA and positively impact on its advocacy activities. Works
have since started and GEA shall forever be grateful to you for this monumental
achievement.
You equally succeeded in building a very strong bond of cooperation and
partnership with the leadership of Organized Labour and Government which has
immensely contributed to the consolidation of a peaceful industrial relations
environment favourable for investment and national socio-economic development.
In recognition of your distinguished service and outstanding leadership, the Council
and members of GEA present this citation to you as a symbol of appreciation of
your meritorious service, sacrifices and sterling contribution to the progress and
development of the Association.
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